
Chairman: Kelsi Calvillo OCninetynines@gmail.com Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz Treasurer: Jinifer Conover

OC99s website: https://oc99s.org Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

December 2—Holiday Party 6:30pm (See page 2
for full invitation.) ———————>

December 7—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

January 4—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

January 20—General Meeting 12pm @ National
Test Pilot School (Mojave, CA) *RSVP by January
6th

January 27—Speaker Jonna Doolittle Hoppes
11:30am @ Laguna Woods *RSVP by January
23rd

February 1—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

 Shannon Robertson—Certified Flight
Instructor Rating

 Lauren Okimoto—Multi-Engine Rating

 Cindy Morris—CFII Rating

 Miranda Keller—Completed long solo
cross-country flight

 Lindsey Chen—Completed short & long
solo cross-country flights

Join us at our annual
holiday party for a night of
celebration with our chapter!
Please wear green, red,
yellow, or blue to fit our deck
the halls theme.

When: December 2, 2022 @
6:30 pm

Where: Jessica Gailing’s
home in east Costa Mesa

https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s/
http://jonnadoolittlehoppes.com/


mailto:jenn4dub@gmail.com


A Night of Appreciation ~Jessica Gailing

On November 5th, the OC99s gathered in the parking lot of the John
Wayne tower for my personal favorite yearly event: our Airport
Appreciation tour. Thanks to our lovely vice chair, Jenn, for setting up this
event which for the past two years had been cancelled due to COVID
restrictions. To be able to continue this tour after such a long time helped
contribute to the feeling that things are finally starting to get back to
normal.

We began our evening with our wonderful controllers in the tower.
Andrew, our tour guide and part of the new management at John Wayne
tower, graciously let us come up when it was a nice, slow time and we were
able to interact with the controllers. It is just such a treat to be able to
converse with the voices that we hear in our headsets every time we fly. I
always have fun listening to a controller talk for a while in their “controller”
voice and then try to recognize the voice with those that I hear all the time. It
was also a special chance to learn about the things that we, as pilots, should be
doing better. There were quite a few of our members who were able to speak
to certain controllers for a good while to really gain a better understanding of
what goes on in the tower and how we can do everything in our power to
make their jobs easier. I really cherish this time where we get to interact with
the voices in our head(sets) and gain a better perspective of the entire interaction between pilots and ATC. Andrew also
let us know that the tower has been quite understaffed and, unfortunately, it’s only getting worse as they are losing two
controllers shortly. They previously had 30-something controllers, but now they are down to the high teens. David,
another controller, estimated that it would take ten years until they are fully staffed again.

After our stint at the tower, we were treated to the Sheriff’s Department. The
deputies showed us some very entertaining material of the pursuits they had
done over the years and they set it to some fun music. It’s incredible to see the
technology that they have on board! They are currently sharing their building
with Clay Lacy, so we will see what the future of the department will look like.

We ended our evening at the fire department. In comparison to the other
departments, the fire fighters offered their kitchen table, on which they spread out all the treats, and we dug in right
away. It was so funny; despite the fact that I’ve been to the firehouse before, I jumped at the opportunity to get a tour. I
always manage to learn something new every time. On this occasion, our very own Jin was lucky enough to try on some
of the firefighting equipment! What a riot! She looked like she fit right in. The firefighters were all so kind and we even
got an escort out.

It was such a great time getting to appreciate our airport and learn something new. I can’t wait for next year’s airport
appreciation night!



Orange County & Long Beach Chapters Fly-in to Gillespie Field ~Tess Karich

Cindy took the controls for this month's fly-in. The planned destination, KIZA, unfortunately was taken off the table due

to some turbulence in the local and surrounding areas so we opted for Plan B…to go south. I really was looking forward

to seeing the Ostrich Farm, but we can always do that another time.

Most of you know Cindy has been completing some extensive flight training with the Sling Academy in Torrance. So, I

rolled up to fly with Cindy in a Sling. I had only flown in a Sling one other time. I kinda knew what to expect, but not one

like this one! It had a full glass panel. That was pretty slick. I am used to my 56 year old 6 pack! We did a very

thorough preflight and we were ready to execute Plan B, KSEE (Gillespie Field).

We departed KTOA and took off down the coast. Thankfully the winds were not

terribly bad on the coast. I imagine the light sport Sling might have been tossed

around in the crazy winds up north. Cindy, being a newly minted CFI, was super

thorough describing everything since I haven’t had much exposure to glass

instruments. I must say, they are pretty slick. Our time en-route to Gillespie was

just over an hour and the four other Slings were not far behind. OH, did I mention

that we had four other Slings along for the trip? Well, we were in for a super

treat. It is not a coincidence that the Sling Academy is opening a new flight school

at KSEE! What a treat. Cindy is considering instructing there to start to build

hours. AND, it is right next to the restaurant!

I told the restaurant manager that we need a table for ten hungry women, and

they were happy to oblige. They were pretty excited to see ten women flying-in!

The food was pretty good and the service was great! We even had Kaz from the

Sling Academy come have lunch with us. What a nice time at the cafe.

After lunch we took a little tour of the new Flight School that was in the process of

being set up. It is a very nice suite and I

wish much success for them!

We then all went out to preflight and

naturally we had to do the obligatory photos so here for your viewing pleasure

is the line of Sling Academy Airplanes.

We all piled around one airplane before taking off back to KTOA.

Cindy had never flown in to KSEE so she was quite intrigued with their

departure instructions to take off and head downwind. Ah, the joys of

flying around the Class B Airspace.

Our flight home was so nice and Cindy logged another hour for the books!

She also shot an IFR approach in to Torrance for good measure.

Even though we didn’t get to see the Ostriches… It was a GREAT day!

Hoping everyone has a wonderful Holiday Season! Tess & Cindy



My Introduction to the Ninety-Nines ~Eyonnie Lopez

It feels appropriate that as I share my introduction story into the 99s that I also use this great

opportunity to express my appreciation for some of the ladies who have been an integral part of this still

very new and exciting chapter of my life.

Diane (Multi-Engine Instructor)

I first met Diane around October 10th at my flight school,

Sunrise Aviation, as I was getting ready for my check ride. I was

so nervous it was the biggest test of my life! We were total

strangers, but she was the one who engaged in conversation

with me and once she found out I was getting ready for my

check ride that conversation shifted towards a very supportive

one filled with check ride advice.

The second time I met Diane was a couple of weeks later and

was right after I cut the flight portion of my check ride short. I

was a little worried flying back to land if the other pilots at the

school would have made the same call or thought I was over-

reacting because of test anxiety. It was the most rewarding

relief ever walking back into my flight school where everyone

there including Diane told me that I made a good call. I told

Diane third time is going to be the charm for this check ride.

Sure enough November 14th came. I went up and finally

completed my first flight as PIC with my first passenger. Lyn who was my check ride examiner was

definitely more than just a passenger but that’s how she told me to view the flight portion. Diane

arrived shortly after we had just got back, and she was congratulating me and was just so sweet and

excited; she even volunteered to take my graduation pictures. Then she turned to me and asked me if I

ever heard of the 99s. . . �

Jamie (Member of the Fullerton 99s)

Jamie walked in Sunrise as I was telling Diane I do know of the 99s. I have a 99s’ brochure that’s been in

my car for over a year tucked in a cubby next to the front passenger seat. Diane introduced me to

Jamie, and they told me about a fly-in to Santa Monica that the Fullerton chapter was planning on doing

that upcoming Sunday.

Jamie asked for my number, and we kept in touch, and she invited me to join the fly-in. I said yes! And

thank you.

I was excited for the Santa Monica fly-in! But also a little nervous to meet everyone. . .I showed up at

the Fullerton tower. And then walked out. And then walked around outside. I was looking for a group

of all women. I was a little lost. Turns out I was the first one there! Lizette found me walking around

and together we went back in and waited.



13 of us + 4 planes + fly-in to KSMO +

lunch at Cloverfield + tour of Museum

of Flying = an unforgettable and

amazing day! I got to fly with Jamie

and her husband Ted in her C-182. It

was an eye-opening experience.

Hanging out with so many pilots of

different backgrounds and experience

levels showed me so many future

possibilities I never thought of. Each

pilot flew their own flight plan to

KSMO and I compared my

hypothetical flight plan to Jamie’s and

it was a chance to learn from a

different perspective.

I realized that day how powerful of a club the 99s is. I have never been in a club before. But I was

hooked with this one. All the women are incredibly sweet and supportive of each other. The way I was

immediately welcomed in took me by surprise. It is a sisterhood. And this feeling of amazement

continued the day after the fly-in when Jessica reached out to me.

Jessica (OC Membership Chair)

Jessica called me on Monday and after a little game of phone tag we had a really nice chat. She

welcomed me into the 99s and we got to know each other and told each other our aviation goals. It’s

Thanksgiving week and she is excited for a really big Turkey Day with both her and her newly-wed

husband’s family she is hosting. She will also be hosting the December Christmas party at her house in a

couple of weeks, and I look forward to meeting her and the other ladies of the OC chapter.

That’s been my introduction into the 99s.

My impression is this is a great club for a diverse group of women to bond over a shared passion for

flying while also being a great club academically for those who want to continue to learn anything

aviation-wise.

Shout-Outs

I don’t want to make this too long but I would like to give a quick shout out to Lyn Carlson. She is a very

distinguished CFI and was my DPE (designated pilot examiner for my check ride). I appreciate her for

coming in on her birthday to do the oral portion of the test.

Big thanks to my instructor Bobby. It’s taken me a little over two years to get my PPL. And towards the

end- a couple of months after he was offered a pilot position and was doing less and less CFI instruction-

he still made time for me and came in to do review flights.

Michael Church is the owner of Sunrise Aviation. He puts on an incredible and captivating ground school

and really made it fun and funny. He was there to cheer me up and motivate me during my tougher

parts of training.



My Long Cross-Country Solo Flight—Long Beach->Ramona->Palomar->Long Beach
~Miranda Keller

Hello my name is Miranda Keller and I just accomplished my solo long cross country
flight from Long Beach Airport (KLGB) to Ramona (KRNM) and to McClellen-Palomar 
(KCRQ).

This flight was so cool to do.  It started with my instructor telling me his only two 
women students were doing their solos that day, mine the Long XC and also other 99s
member, Lindsey, doing her first solo cross country to KCRQ!  It was so awesome 
hearing each other talking to SoCAl Approach all the way down the coast. It was so
peaceful to have the coast all the way down and then get to go straight into the
mountains for KRNM.  This flight was only my second �me flying it.

The first time was two days prior with my instructor, Xavier, and I didn’t realize how
easy this route would be, and I was so excited. One of the biggest things he told me was
to watch out for the Class B airspace for San Diego and make sure I’m high enough to
clear over the mountain peak for KRNM. Then he proceeded to remind me about the
three random trees over by the airport and to stay to the left of them for Runway 27. I
didn't think it was that obvious, but it is; and I just laughed because of how random the three little trees are but what a
great visual reference! This was my first time working with mountain winds and it was a bit rough; the wind wasn't even
that bad and it was a bit of a crosswind but nothing I haven't flown and landed in before. It just felt rougher and SO I had
to do more adjusting, but Xavier told me that it was expected here and I wasn't worried. As we started to turn base and
then onto final, I realized I was high, so I slowly put in full flaps and powered down to idle. I still wasn’t descending fast
enough so Xavier asked me to do a small slip and I did (I really love to slip so I was all for it). After I landed, we taxied back
to the runway and back off into the skies we went. This time we had to fly out at Vx, which was a first for me and it did
freak me out a bit seeing how vertical we were; but, we had to clear the mountain peaks. The flight back was nothing but
beautiful blue skies. Towards the end of the flight, my instructor did get a bit emotional when he reminded himself this
would be our last cross country flight together. This, of course, made me sad, but then it quickly faded when we both
realized that it means I'm almost a private pilot!

So now it was my turn to fly my SOLO cross country... Everything was going as planned and hearing Lindsey on the radio
frequency made me so proud of both of us. I got all the way over to Lake Hodges when I called Ramona tower. The

tower quickly informed me that the runway had changed! Now being in approach
setup for downwind to Runway 27, I needed to carefully and quickly change to
Runway 9, so I did just that. The tower told me that when I got ATIS the runway
hadn’t changed yet and there were two other planes over there with me. Now the
set up was a straight-in for Runway 9, and I did that right on center line and had a
smooth landing. Then, I was off to KCRQ (Palomar Airport). It was a left downward
departure out of Ramona and I contacted SoCal pretty much right away. They then
handed me off to KCRQ tower about 8 miles out. But, when I called Palomar tower
up they denied me entry into the airspace, again! This happened on my solo cross
country flight just a month prior at this same airport; so I did what I needed and
circled until the tower called me back up. About three minutes later and two right
360 degree circles later, I was allowed to land Runway 24 at Palomar. I was prepared
and set myself up to land and landed at my second airport! Now just the flight back
home. It seemed like forever at this point; but I enjoyed the seemingly quiet radios
and landed back at Long Beach Airport (KLGB) where my instructor was waiting and
clapping as I taxied back to Signature to park the plane.

It's been such a long process and I can’t believe I'm now so close to ge�ng a checkride date and soon being able to 
officially call myself a private pilot!



First Solo Cross-Countries ~Lindsey Yadana Chen

This month has been eventful as I near the end of my private

pilot training! I flew my first two solo cross-countries and

weather conditions were ideal. The first was a roundtrip

from Long Beach (KLGB) to Palomar (KCRQ), which is more

than 100 nautical miles total distance. I flew at the same

time as another 99s’ member, Miranda, and every time I

switched SoCal frequencies, I would hear her announce

shortly after, which was absolutely lovely! It was a smooth

flight and I was only vectored once briefly. When I reached

Palomar’s airspace, tower asked if I saw smoke out my

window. I looked out and replied, “Looking for smoke…are

you saying you see smoke coming out my window?

N3307E.” He replied, “Not your window, our window.” I

said, “Negative smoke sighting, N3307E,” relieved it was not

my plane of which he was inquiring. My landings were

smooth and after my trip I felt an increased sense of confidence and pride. I can fly a plane!

The second was a long solo cross-country from Long Beach

(KLGB) to Ramona (KRNM) to Palomar (KCRQ) and back to

Long Beach (KLGB) with full stops for a total distance of

over 150 nautical miles with more than 50 nautical miles

between KLGB and KRNM. The weather briefer I spoke to

beforehand shared that I could expect smooth air masses,

clear visibility, no turbulence, and no runway closures.

Ramona tower cleared me to land straight-in on Runway 9.

With no separate run-up area, I taxied to the runway where

a line of four airplanes waited and I completed my run-up.

One at a time, each airplane was cleared for take-off until

there was only one airplane left in front of me. Then

another airplane pulled up behind me. We all sat there for

over 30 minutes without moving, even though no one else

was landing or taking off. I was happy for the downtime and waited patiently. A fourth plane

pulled up in line, completed run-up, and requested to take-off, and tower was ready to grant it.

The airplane in front of me interjected saying he was also ready for take-off and didn’t know

what was going on, so tower cleared him for take-off. Finally, it was my turn to take-off after

45 minutes total wait, which made me laugh joyfully. I made a modified straight-in to Palomar,

then I flew back to Long Beach where SoCal vectored me at different altitudes to avoid traffic. I

feel so grateful to SoCal and ATC for keeping us safe! It was an epic and beautiful journey.



My CFI & CFII Ratings ~Cindy Morris

Hello sisters of the 99s, its Cindy, the girl who started her training in June 2020.
As of November, 2022, I have completed the last checkride of single engine
land and obtained my CFII!

I must say, this year has been a lot of ups and downs, physically and mentally;
but mostly a lot of hard work to complete this last rating. We are going
through a shortage of DPEs and not all of them fly light sport aircraft, which is
understandable. So, in order for them to work with our school they need a few
hours in the aircraft. (Same goes for multi-engine since we have a Twin
Tecnam.) Apart from this, our in-house DPE doesn’t have all the experience yet
to do CFI initials or CFII. So, we can only rely on two DPEs who come from out
of state to complete these two ratings.

I completed my CFI on July 27th, 2022. But the DPE who would be doing my CFII checkride wasn’t going to be back until
early October, so I decided it was about time to see my family in Spain for the time being. Overall, I spent 1.5 months
visiting my family and friends, who are now widely spread throughout Spain. The last time I visited was over a year ago. To
refresh, I took the Sheppard Air Instrument Ground Instructor Course with me since I wasn’t going to fly for such a long
time.

When I got back on September 30th, I had not flown for about two months, and they provided me with a checkride date of
October 13th. I looked at the schedule and my primary CFI was booked the first week of October, so I decided to fly with
other instructors, as well as him when he had an opening. Unfortunately, not only did he not have the availability (I really
wanted him to fly with me because he is my favorite), but weather wasn’t playing in my favor either. The entire week
before my checkride I only flew with him once and twice with other two CFIIs from the academy, but they couldn’t sign me
off because they were not experienced enough.

On Tuesday, just two days before my checkride, the President came to LA and a massive TFR wouldn’t allow for our
checkrides to take place at our home airport. Our coordinator came up with Plan B…take our checkrides at KSEE (Gillespie
Field). It was a good plan, but I was unfamiliar with this airport where they just opened up a second branch. On top of that,
the weather for Tuesday was not great and my CFII said he couldn’t sign me off to do a checkride in unfamiliar airspace
since we had only flown once in the two weeks prior. Just imagine, two days before your checkride you’re thinking super
positively that things will work out, but jeeze did the storm of negatives come quick! TFR, weather and an unfamiliar
airport sounded like a no-go to me, too. I accepted the defeat, but took it as more time to perform even better and
prepare myself more for November when the DPE would be back for just three days.

After meticulously preparing lesson plans on a power point presentation and flying every week at least three times I was
well-prepared. My checkride was on Tuesday, November 8th; and guess what?, weather again! The worst thunderstorm I
have seen in Socal for a while...I really wanted to tuck my head into the ground and scream. Again, a bunch of money spent
on training and thinking I would have to wait until December… I really played it calm and thought, “You know what? Its ok.
You are ready for whenever this needs to happen no stress.”

I don’t know if it was the calm energy I was trying to expose to the universe, but luck finally came back my way. One of the
slots for Thursday became available. Our coordinator couldn’t pick between me and another student whose checkride got
cancelled Tuesday also because of weather, so we flipped a coin! Yes, a coin. I picked heads and Thursday at 1 pm I was
sitting with the DPE to finally start this checkride I had been waiting for so long.

Needless to say, aviation is always a journey where you learn so much about yourself, where you learn the game of
patience and perseverance at a different level. I am so happy to have the chance throughout this journey to learn from
myself and from others to always look for perfecting my beliefs, values and nerves.

To all you ladies struggling out there I know there are some gray days; but I promise at the end they will pass and there are
way many more days with the blue skies on top.



My Commercial Multi-Engine Add-On ~Lauren Okimoto

Life, work, and signing up for a full-time program to complete my certificates before becoming an
instructor is not always easy. Add on to that, maintenance and weather issues, and you think that the
problems will never end.

I started training in the 2006 Twin Engine Tecnam on August 25, 2022. I finally obtained my multi-
engine add-on on November 4, 2022, with our in-house Designated Pilot Examiner (DPE), Kathryn
Stanley.

It took a total of 30 hours to obtain my add-on because of delays for maintenance, or simply the
airplane having consistent problems. It needed a 100 hour propeller inspection, landing gear inspection,
and so many more inspections since these are Rotax engines with constant speed propellers. The
preflight would take me around 45 minutes to burp the engines and check if the level of oil is sufficient.

During my training, I also had to change instructors because we did not have the right communication,
but mostly, he did not have the availability in his schedule to train me. Sometimes, when we would
preflight and get in the airplane, I did not have enough fuel pressure to safely fly. The Tecnams and
instructors are in high demand at Sling Academy because many other students do not have their multi-
engine rating yet. I finally flew on and off in October and November and my multi-engine instructor,
Paul, signed me off the day before my checkride! I was overwhelmed with joy after two months of
inconsistent flying, working as a flight attendant for Hawaii Airlines, and maintenance issues. I had the
proficiency to be signed off. Phew!

My checkride was scheduled on November 3rd. After about one hour on the oral exam, I passed, and I
was on my way to do the most exciting part–flying. Once I preflighted the airplane, I sat in the flight
deck and the fuel pressure was not in the green. So again, I postponed it for the next morning. Luckily,
the DPE had the time to come back.

Friday at 7:00 am, I had the preflight done and took off. Nervous as I was, the flight was exciting
because I finally went into actual instrument conditions and had to pop up through the marine layer to
shoot the single engine ILS approach. I
completed everything the DPE requested, and
we came back to Torrance, and I had passed my
multi-engine add-on.

The past two months, juggling work, studying,
flying, maintenance, and weather issues were
tough. However, once you have the
certification you can trust yourself you did okay
and you can push yourself even in the most
adverse of times.

Now I am a Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) with
a commercial multi-engine add-on. Thanks to
everyone who helped me push through! Keep
the blue side up.



CFI Rating ~ Shannon Robertson

My journey towards my CFI rating started back in July when my
school had all students attend a 2-week online ground school. We
sat on computers for 8 hours a day, went over regulations,
endorsements, and paired into groups to create lesson plans for
required topics. Being a social, hands-on learner, I found the online
ground school to be rather dry and soul-sucking, and was very
happy when those two weeks were over.

Post ground school, we were required to head out to Mesa, Arizona
for our CFI right seat flight training. We were given 3 flights, plus an
additional “mock checkride” flight, to figure out a new airport, new
airspace, and new sight picture from the right seat, while teaching.
A task many people were not able to accomplish so quickly. About
half or more of my fellow classmates either dropped out or were deferred, so I was very pleased to have made it
through and to be waiting for a checkride. What became unfortunate for me was that the DPE’s were so backed up that
many students were waiting 5-6 weeks for a checkride. Students who had traveled out to Mesa from somewhere else
were forced to wait in student housing until any DPE could make it out. By that point I had already been out there for
two weeks, and being a single mother with two children at home, I absolutely could not afford to wait any longer. I was
forced to make the decision to leave Arizona and head back to California to get back to my children, and in doing so, my
school “deferred me” from the CFI program without my endorsement. I was furious and heartbroken.

I traveled back to California in tears, made it home to my children, and did my best to keep my head up and finish the
work ahead. I completed my commercial multi-engine rating with that school, then went to a nearby flight school to
complete my CFI rating. Having gone through all the training already, it was fortunately pretty simple to get my
endorsement needed for the checkride, but the soonest available ride was several months out. So, I sat back, studied
tons, and waited. The silver lining was getting to spend more time at home with my kids and be more present with my
family than I had been the last several months.

Come November, I finally got my checkride and finally got my long-awaited CFI rating!!! It felt so good, beyond words
really, to finally have that piece of paper in my hand. A week later my family and I packed our bags, left our schools, and
headed north for home back in Mammoth Lakes, CA. The very next day I got a job instructing at the Bishop Airport and
became the first female flight instructor in the area! I feel so honored to be home and to share the love of flying with
the Eastern Sierra community!

CFI certificate on Nov 3rd at LGB

First preflight with student -
I asked her how cold? She answered “Really freaking cold! Lol”



Aerospace Valley Airshow Trip Bonus ~Karen Vaughn

A few weeks ago my hubby Jeff planned a little weekend trip in our RV. Our itinerary was simple:

Thursday night we arrive at the RV resort in Acton. Saturday we take in the Aerospace Valley Airshow at

Edwards Air Force Base, celebrating the USAF’s 75th anniversary. On Sunday we see “What’s What” in

the area and head home.

While the air show featuring the Thunderbirds Demonstration Team was spectacular, I was beside

myself over the events of the next day.

We drove to visit Blackbird Airpark in Palmdale. We had previously been to the park and its neighboring

Joe Davies Heritage Airpark static

displays years ago as part of the Ninety-

Nines’ Southwest Section meeting

activities. But now the museum was

open and the weather was splendid.

After drooling again over the SR-71A

and its buddies parked outside, we

wandered into the museum where we

were immediately greeted with, “Hi!

Welcome to the museum! Did you go to

the airshow yesterday?” We chatted a

bit with the docents and sat down to

watch a video. I saw one of docents

directing a gentleman to a chair. “May I

present Lt. Col. Bill Flanagan, one of the

SR71 pilots!” Pilot? SR71? Wow! Forget

the video. We turned our chairs around to listen.

Bill Flanagan, Lt. Col. (USAF retired) not only

flew the SR71 1980-1985, but also the RF-4

Phantom, F-111, F-16, F-14, F-15, B-52, and

after retirement the B2 Bomber with Northrop

Grumman. After earning an engineering

degree, he joined the Air Force and qualified

for the USAF’s Test Pilot School (class of 1976).

I asked. He answered. Yes, while training at

the TPS 45 years ago, Bill’s glider instructor was

Jeff’s and my present glider CFI and Civil Air

Patrol Major, John Chapman. Even in his 70s

Bill’s stories of “…flying the coolest looking

airplane we’ve ever seen” were full of flare.

Karen with Blackbird Airpark’s SR71 static display October 17, 2022.

Photo by Jeff Vaughn

SR71 pilots Bill Flanagan, BC Thomas, JT Vida, and Tom

Tilden. -Photo from Thomas Vida



But alas, a line was forming for others to listen to Bill, and so I thanked him for his time, took my

autographed photo back to the RV, then walked next door to the Joe Davies Heritage Airpark. This time

Jeff and I met a fellow who just so happened to be Bill’s brother!

Mr. Flanagan came out west to visit older brother Bill and family, see the air show, and make it a

business trip by spending some time at the FAA National Office across the street. Why? Because he’s

from National in DC, that’s why. Jeff and I jumped at our chance to talk to “FAA” Flanagan about

drones, accident statistics, and the WINGS program among other topics. His insights were amazing.

It was a total honor to meet Bill Flanagan, his brother, and the very nice docents at Blackbird Airpark.

“Every other Airplane I’ve ever flown cruised at a maximum of 10 miles a minute. So it [SR-71 at 35 miles

a minute] was like flying something completely different than I did in all my time in the Air Force. It was

so far ahead of its time; it was a dream come true. From the time I was a kid, I wanted to fly jets and the

Air Force allowed me to. The test pilot school allowed me to open up everything to horizons I never

would’ve dreamed possible. I owe it all to the Air Force.” Bill Flanagan as told to Rebecca Amber,

Edwards Air Force Base Staff Writer, April 29, 2014

“Flying. Got to love it!” –KV

Karen with SR71 pilot, Eagle Scout, Civil Air Patrol

member, and author, USAF retired Lt. Col. Bill

Flanagan. Photo by Jeff Vaughn

Bill Flanagan piloting the SR71 as slow as possible (high angle

of attack) for a photo op in formation with a U-2 flying as fast

as it can (low angle of attack)! – Photo by USAF



Long Beach Airport’s Fes�val of Flight, Saturday, October 
29th, a�racted over 13,000 people, including several OC99s.

Jenn Walinowicz and Jin Conover: This year, Long Beach Airport’s Fes�val of 
Flight saw over 13,000
visitors.  Jin and I a�ended 
for several hours to talk to
people about Civil Air Patrol,
and to show people around

our aircra� we had on display.  There was a constant line-up of families 
with kiddos to climb through our G1000 Cessna 182. It was really fun to
watch them imagining flying the airplane.  The younger kids pre�y much 
just wanted to operate the yoke and flip some switches; but every once 
and a while someone would ask some ques�ons that led me to believe I 
was speaking to a future aviator or Ninety-Nine. It was the perfect
boost I needed to re-energize me towards finishing my CFI training.  
Those young minds are so full of ques�ons!

Chris Cox:  Each year Anthelion Helicopters par�cipates in Fes�val of 
Flight, selling �ckets for rides out to the harbor and back.  We use the 
Robinson R-44, which is a four-seater helicopter (three passengers
and the pilot) and have had between three and four helicopters
providing the rides each year. This year we had three Robinson R-44s
and also added a borrowed R-66 to the mix. The R-66 is a turbine
helicopter with five seats, so we could be�er accommodate families.  
Except for fueling, the helicopters are running non-stop for the en�re 
day.  There is a hard stop �me at the event that we have manage, so 
unfortunately not everyone gets the opportunity to ride. This past
year we provided approximately 380 rides!

Shannon Robertson: I took my kids, Bodhi and Skye, to the Fes�val of Flight and was able to show them my home 
airport.  Long Beach Airport is where I completed all my flight training and ra�ngs, so it was extra special showing the 
kids where their mom has been spending so much of her �me.  They got to watch big jets take off and land from runway 
30, experience several cool exhibits, listen to music, and even paint a Cessna 182!  A�er an hour or more of walking 
around, checking out the airplanes, and even si�ng in a radical Black Hawk, we hit up the food trucks and enjoyed the 
music performed by classic 50’s style pin-up performers. It was a fun day and a really great FREE event to take the kids
to.



Aircraft Lights, or... Here's a Bright Idea!

Now that we're back to "standard time" and there's a lot more night hours to fly in, it seems like a good idea to talk about aircraft lights.

Actually, if you're going to fly at any time, day or night, VFR or IFR, there are certain exterior lights that the FAA requires you to switch on.

There aren't all that many, so this will be pretty simple. The regs for lights on the aircraft are covered by FAR 91.209, and also in 91.205.c.

There are some common sense things to think about, too. For the sake of this article, I'll talk about exterior lights only. I'm also going to limit

this discussion to the light pistonengine land aircraft most of us fly under FAR part 91.

Exterior Lighting Systems

There are several types or groups of exterior lights: AntiCollision lights (e.g., rotating beacons), Position or Navigation lights, Landing / taxi

lights, Strobes, Ice lights, and Logo (or "telltail") lights.

It turns out that the "rotating" beacon, which can also be a "strobe" or flashingtype light, is known to the FAA as an "anticollision

light." All airplanes made after 8/11/71 have them, they can be either red or white (sometimes, they're half and half) and if you've got

one, you must have it on while operating the aircraft. To say it a whole lot more simply: if the engine is on, the rotating beacon is on.

Therefore, it would be a really good idea while you're doing a preflight to flip on the battery switch, then the beacon switch and make

sure it works. The FAA will allow you to turn it off only if it proves to be a safety hazard. For example, if you're in the clouds and the

flashing is distracting you. If the system quits working while you're flying, you are allowed to continue without it operating until you reach

a place where it can be fixed.

Position lights, or Navigation lights as they are sometimes called due to their nautical heritage, are the 3light system the airplane has which

includes 1 green light on the right wingtip, 1 white light facing to the rear at the back of the aircraft (usually at the top of the vertical

stabilizer, but not always), and one red light on the left wingtip. These must be turned on between sunset and sunrise, and also when flying

IFR. If you're going to fly at night, better also check those lights on your preflight while you're checking the rotating beacon. If you own

the airplane (and maybe even if you don't), you might also want to think about carrying a spare bulb with you in your aircraft

emergency tool kit in case you need to fix one while you're out and about. It would be pretty frustrating to have to cancel a flight for

want of a light bulb.

Landing lights aren't exactly required, unless your flight is for hire (FAR 91.206.c.4), but I sure don't like having to land without one. In

spite of the lights on the runway, it's no fun (and not all that safe) to be groping around during your final flare with no landing light. Some

planes have them located in the nose of the aircraft, and some have them out on the leading edge of one wing. It doesn't matter where they

are as long as they light up the runway. Depth perception gets better the more light there is. Of course, some airplanes are equipped with

separate taxi lights, which are usually pointed down at a steeper angle so you can see things closer to the airplane as you taxi. In

a pinch, they can serve quite well as a backup landing light. If you want, you can even use them both for landing and increase

your chances of better depth perception. Don't forget to check these on your preflight, too! Technology for landing lights has

improved in recent with the new LED bulbs that are available (and still very pricey!). There are two great things about those - they

use less power, which is great for the electrical system, and they are even brighter than the older incandescent bulbs. If you fly

your own aircraft a lot at night, they might be a good investment.

Some airplanes have extra lighting systems installed to enhance their visibility at night and act as additional anticollision lights.

These aren't required, but they are permitted by the FAA, and are nice to have for safety (and other) reasons. Strobe lights mounted on the

aircraft are great for providing extra visibility at night. They are very bright and can be mounted in various places. Wingtip strobe lights can

provide the attentiongetting properties of strobe lights while keeping them out and away from the pilot. When using strobes, it's a good

idea to turn them on after takeoff and turn them off when on short final. Otherwise, the lights will reflect off the runway (especially if it's

dark and/or wet!) and could be a distraction. If you're IMC, you might also want to shut them off for the same reason. "Logo" or "tell-tail"

lights, are mounted on the empennage of an aircraft in such a way that they shine on the tail (usually these are on large aircraft). This

makes it so that the owner's tail logo is visible to anybody nearby, so it's not only safety, but good advertising. Just look up some night at an

airliner going overhead and you'll see what I mean when you are easily able to tell which airline owns the airplane. Ice lights are normally

mounted in the fuselage and are pointed down the leading edge of the wing so the pilot(s) can tell whether there is ice on the wings at

night. Like logo lights, they have the added benefit of making the airplane more visible to other traffic at night.

Have a safe flight and don't forget to use those lights!

Claudia Ferguson

Safety Chairman, SF V 99s

FAA Accident Prevention Counselor

© CK Ferguson 2017

Thanks to the Aircraft Spruce website for the aircraft light photos



Join us Online

Chapter Website - https://oc99s.org

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s

Contact Us - OCNinetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Happy December Birthdays!

3 Sofia Nosratabadi
14 Jess Yant
27 Ewurabena Mensa-Wood
30 Melody Liddel
30 Cheryl Cotman

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort.

We count on many to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

If you guessed

Los angeles

municipal

airport,

you are correct!
(See November, 2022 Plane Tales.)

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote
Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!" OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education,
scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for
flight.


